We have had another great week, the children all seem settled.
We will be continuing with our set 2 sounds. We will be looking at ow (blow the snow), oo (poo at
the zoo) and oo (look at a book). A video will be sent out next week for each sound.
The children are becoming familiar with the RED words and they now know the phrase “you can’t
FRED a red”. We will keep on with the words: the, I, you, my, said.
In Literacy, we will continue to look at Arctic animals. We are looking at the Arctic fox. We will be
looking at labels and how to label a picture, adding description as necessary.
In Numeracy, we will be finishing our assessment of number, looking at larger numbers to 20. We
will also be looking at simple number bonds to 5.
Things to remember: Please remember water bottles. It is getting colder and we provide all round
outside learning, please ensure your child has a coat, gloves and a hat – they do get cold! Forest
School will remain on a Thursday and PE on a Friday.

Another great (but chilly!) week Butterfly class.
Next week:
English: we will continue to work on sentence structure. We will start to look at what a pronoun is.
Maths: we will be learning about subtraction.
Science: we are identifying the structure of different ocean animals.
Geography: we are learning about the climate of the Arctic.
RE: we continue to answer the question 'What is the Bible about?'
Art: we are making sculptures with a simple human form.
Please ensure your child has a water bottle each day and appropriate attire for Forest School
each Friday (including waterproof trousers.)

English:
This week we will be writing adventure stories based on a Literacy Shed clip called 'Taking Flight'.
Your child may want to watch this over the weekend.
https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html
Maths:
We will be continuing with our unit on money. This week the children will be making money
amounts in different ways, making totals, finding the difference and solving money problems.
In Science we will be exploring the features of different ocean animals and how they survive in the
ocean.
In Geography we will be looking at the countries which are in the Arctic Circle and discussing
what it would be like to live there.
In RE we will be analysing our school prayer and looking at the key words which demonstrate
worship to God.
In Art we will be continuing to explore sculpture and making our own sculptures of the human
form.
Our whole class guided reading text will be Rainbow Bear by Michael Morpurgo.

